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ABSTrACT

Focusing contributes to numerous fields of study and endeavor. It has resulted in new 
forms of counseling and psychotherapy, and it is widely practiced as a form of self-help. 
Even so, the benefits which we Focusers experience are complex, intertwined, and difficult 
to list. Focusing teachers introducing Focusing to new audiences would have an easier job if 
we could more clearly articulate the purpose and benefits of Focusing practice. That is why 
I started a program of research and interviews in 2008. My purpose was to ask 30 interna-
tional Focusers what benefits they personally gained from Focusing. I found the following:

• The benefits cited by interviewees could be organized within three meta-categories: 
1) The Focusing experience itself. 2) Benefits brought to therapy, working partner-
ships, etc. 3) Benefits for practicing psychotherapists. 

• All benefits in the first category—the Focusing experience itself—could be catego-
rized as: Felt Shift, Healing, Self-understanding, Authenticity, Forward Movement, 
Improvement in Relationship, or Creativity. (The precise nature of these benefits will 
be discussed in detail below.) 

• The benefits cited varied depending upon how long a Focuser had been practicing. 
More experienced Focusers named more positive and more basic benefits compared 
with novices. The latter tended to stress relief from immediate difficulties and pain. 

I hope that what I have learned and will share in this paper will help us to conceptual-
ize more clearly the benefits of Focusing and facilitate the introduction of Focusing to new 
audiences. 

 

Focusing is a little door. Some people want to give the name “focusing” to 
everything they find through this door. No, focusing is just attending to the 
bodily uneasiness of a problem (Gendlin, 1996, p.303-4). 

Focusing is a psychological self-help practice originally enunciated by Eugene Gendlin 
(1969, 1981). According to Gendlin, Focusing involves just “spending time with, the at first 
unclear body sense of a problem, so that new steps come” (Gendlin, 1996, p.303). Despite 
such apparent simplicity, Focusing has found application within diverse fields including psy-
chotherapy, education, creative activities, and community wellness. That, I think, is because 
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what exists “through this door” is so rich and beneficial. I call it “the benefits of Focusing”, 
but what, precisely, are those benefits? 

I have been practicing and teaching Focusing and practicing Focusing-Oriented Psy-
chotherapy for 18 years, and I know from personal experience that it has powerful effects 
and benefits. However, when a person who is new to Focusing asks, “What are the benefits 
of Focusing?” it is somehow difficult to articulate them. This is not satisfactory. When 
bringing Focusing to new audiences, we need to be able to clearly articulate the purpose 
of and benefits of Focusing practice. Thus my research question: What are the benefits of 
Focusing?

AN INITIAl SEArCH FOr AN ANSwEr

Looking first to Gendlin himself for an answer, we learn that Focusing facilitates a 
“carrying forward” (1964), or “felt shift” (1981), or “experiential step”(1996). All of these 
involve a felt, bodily process of interaction between experience, meaning, and symbols, 
and Gendlin explicates its benefits using terms like “Self-propelling process”, “Personality 
change”, or simply “Process”. These expressions certainly make sense once one has had 
Focusing experience and a real felt shift, but they are pretty opaque for the new-to-Focusing 
people. 

Ann Weiser Cornell, a world wide Focusing teacher for many years, tells us that 
Focusing “can be used for so many purposes that it is impossible to list the whole range of 
purposes”. (Cornell, 1993 /1996, p.13) However, she notes some particular practical benefits 
such as knowing one’s real needs and wanting, having a comfortable relationship with one’s 
feelings, getting unstuck, and decision making. Cornell does not attempt any systematic 
account of Focusing’s benefits.

More promising, perhaps, is Neil Friedman’s article titled, “Benefits of Focusing” 
(2000, pp 109-119) in which he lists 10 benefits he personally obtains from Focusing. They 
are presented under the headings: “My preferred way of self-therapy”, “A realm called 
‘inside’”, “Head body”, “Get a handle on feelings”, “Physiologically good”, “Source 
of insight”, “Strengthen real self”, “Self-empowerment”, “Authentic action”, “A door way 
to altered states”, and “Personal change”. However, this is still just a personal list without 
system or a research basis.

In summation, the benefits being attributed to Focusing by Freidman and Cornell 
tend to the personal and miscellaneous. If we look to Gendlin for guidance, then we find 
only his evolving terminology and philosophy of the Implicit. Nothing here offers a satisfac-
tory source of answers when new-to-Focusing people ask about the benefits and purpose 
of Focusing. All one can do is invite them to try it for themselves and discover their own 
answers, and although this is certainly the most direct way for people to learn the benefits 
of Focusing, there are situations where it would be helpful to be able to outline the benefits 
beforehand such as when introducing Focusing in the classroom or in the big professional 
conferences. I needed to look further.
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Digging deeper into the literature, I examined what is said about the benefits of Focus-
ing in introductory Focusing books and DVDs available in Japan. (Gendlin, 1981; Cornell, 
1993/1996; 1996/1998; Murase et.al., 1995; Murase, 1997; Friedman, 2000; Hikasa, 2008, 
in Japanese; Murayama et.al., 2005) I listed and coded the benefits cited, then used the “KJ-
Method” (Kawakita, 1967) to obtain a structure for representing and categorizing them. 
(The KJ-Method is a process for qualitative analysis briefly described in an appendix at the 
end of this paper.)

The results of this more systematic exercise were as follows:

I) The benefits of Focusing can be divided into three major categories

1) The benefits of the Focusing experience itself

2) The benefits which Focusing practice brings to therapy, working partnerships, etc.

3) The benefits which Focusing practice offers to psychotherapists. 

II) The main benefits of Focusing all belong in category “1” (The benefits of the Focusing 
experience itself), and they can be presented using six subsidiary categories as in Figure 1. 

New creation
　　　　　Inner direction 　　 Healing

Recovery from symptoms
Joy of experiencing imagery
　　　Relaxation

              Changes in Creativity

Greater inner awareness
   Acknowledgement Physical relief　of

 Self-understanding        Felt shift
Finding inner wisdom
　 Self-acceptance Problem Solving

Being in touch with one's feelings
  Keeping the right distance Concrete examples of problems solved

         Greater congruece IDM * Life forward movement
Authenticity
Greater self-trust

　　　Retrieval
Outer direction

Figure.1: ‘The Benefits of the Focusing Experience as determined from Introductory Materials’

*IDM is short for “Improved decision making”.
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This Figure was developed using the KJ-Method. The categories are spatially arranged 
on the basis of similarity and detail is added later. The axis upper-left to lower-right rep-
resents an “Inner-Outer” continuum. The “Inner direction” end (upper-left) lies between 
Healing and Self-understanding while the “Outer direction” end runs in the direction of 
Problem Solving. There is a second axis running lower-left to upper-right which represents 
a “Retrieval-New creation” continuum. 

In the centre of Figure 1 is the physical relief experienced in consequence of the Felt 
Shift which is the core of Gendlin’s change process (1981). Around the felt shift there are 
then five further categories: Healing, Self-understanding, Authenticity, Problem Solving, 
and Creativity. (As will be discussed later, there are differences between these categories 
and those which emerged in subsequent research.) This representation of the benefits of the 
Focusing experience occupies a two dimensional plane and involves continua rather than 
fully separable categories. The possibilities for personal change and growth represented 
one the plane should not be thought of as reducible to such categories as “mental”, “psycho-
logical”, “physiological”, “spiritual”, “personal”, “relational”, etc. They are holistic changes 
involving the growth of the whole of the person and involving all their interactions with 
their environment.

III) Focusing offers what I think of as “micro-benefits”, “short-term benefits” and “long-
term benefits”. Micro-benefits are felt at the same time as a shift happens. They are cotem-
poraneous with the felt shift and involve “physical relief” or “relaxation”. Short-term 
benefits are felt after one or more sessions and involve, for example, “spiritual experience” 
or “improved decision making”. Then there are the long-term benefits requiring multiple 
Focusing sessions and much Focusing practice to find, for example “self-acceptance” or 
“finding inner wisdom”.

Because this schema of benefits was extracted from introductory Focusing literature 
and DVDs, it might be just an artifact of the things Focusing teachers say in order to pro-
mote the training they offer. Or perhaps there are more subtle biases at work. In order to 
check how genuinely representative the schema is, I needed to conduct empirical research 
in which individual Focusers get to speak about the benefits of Focusing as they experience 
them. That is why I set out to interview a diverse sample of Focusers about their experience 
of Focusing and the benefits of their Focusing practice. I would then be able to ascertain 
whether the benefits experienced by my sample Focusers were similar to the benefits sche-
matized above and whether benefits are in any way dependent upon how long a person has 
had a Focusing practice.
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ASkING FOCUSErS

The interviewees

The interviewees are 30 international Focusers as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: ‘The Interviewees’

Group Years of 
Focusing 
practice 
(average) 

Number of 
interviewees 

(male)

Age range 
(average )

Nationality

Novice Less than 6 
years (2.9)

10 (4) 27-62 yrs. 
(43.8)

U.S.A., France, Japan, 
U.K. etc.

Medium 
Experience

9-18 years  
(12.2)

10 (0) 30-68 yrs. 
(54.3)

Japan, U.S.A., Nether-
lands, Italy, Greece, etc.

Long 
Experience

more than 20 
years (25.9)

10 (2) 55-76 yrs. 
(63.9)

U.S.A., Canada, Japan, 
Netherlands, etc.

Interviewees were recruited at International and Japanese conferences, Focusing 
retreats, and from graduate school students interested in Focusing. Interviews were con-
ducted during the author's sabbatical year which facilitated the acquisition of international 
data. The interviewees themselves were divided into three groups: 

1) Novice Group: Each had less than 6 years (2.9 years average) experience. Their 
professions were varied. The group included a carpenter, a sculptor, language 
teachers, and graduate students. 

2) Medium Experience Group: This group included 7 Focusing professionals and 
3 non-professional Focusers with a range of experience of 9 to 18 years (12.2 
years average). 5/10 were coordinators of the Focusing Institute. The three non-
professional Focusers were a writer, a nurse, and a school teacher. 

3) long Experience Group: All were experienced psychotherapists or Focusing 
teachers with more than 20 years of Focusing experience (25.9 years average). All 
but one were certifying coordinators of The Focusing Institute. 

Data collection

With the agreement of the interviewee a semi-structured private interview was con-
ducted by the author. The interview was digitally recorded and written notes were made 
during the interview. Out of the questions around which the interviews were structured, five 
were eventually used as a data-source and supply the findings presented here. They were: 
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1) What are the benefits of Focusing for you?

2) What were the benefits of your very first Focusing session? 

3) What were the benefits of your most impressive session? 

4) What would the benefits of your most recent Focusing session?

5) What effect does Focusing have upon your the daily life? 

All the questions were asked in a Focusing manner. Interviewees were encouraged to 
take their time and answer with reference to felt sensing. The interview itself gave the inter-
viewee a chance to reflect upon their Focusing life. Taking question 2 as an example, the 
interviewee was first asked to remember their very first Focusing session and to talk about 
the session if they wished. Then the interviewer asked, “What is the sense of it right now 
in your body?” When that sense was established, the main question came as, “Ask yourself 
what were the benefits that experience brought to you?” In this way, it was hoped to get a 
fresh and concrete description of the benefits from the Focuser’s own perspective.

Data analysis

Step 1: Using the notes and audio recordings, each benefit referenced by an interviewee was 
coded into short phrases.

Step 2: Thee codes were then grouped together into categories using the schema obtained 
earlier. When a coded description from an interview matched an existing category, it was 
placed in that category. When a coded description did not fit any existing category, a new 
category was established and named. 

Step 3: Within each group of Focusers, the number mentioning each kind of benefit and 
category was counted. This was done so that differences related to the length of Focusing 
experience might become apparent even though the samples were too small for statistical 
examination.

QUAlITATIvE rESUlTS

result 1: Categorization of the benefits of Focusing

The same three main categories were evident as when I used the KJ-Method on intro-
ductory Focusing materials, namely:

1) The benefits of the Focusing experience itself

2) The benefits which Focusing practice brings to therapy, working partnerships, etc.

3) The benefits which Focusing practice offers to psychotherapists. 
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result 2. The benefits of the Focusing experience itself

Consistent with the approach I adopted earlier, I will continue to concentrate on the 
first category of benefits. These are shown in Figure 2a below. Like Figure 1, Figure 2a 
was developed using the KJ-Method. In the middle is the Felt Shift which is surrounded 
this time by six categories: Healing, Self-understanding, Authenticity, Forward movement, 
Changes in relationship, and Changes in creativity. The names of these categories are self-
explanatory. In addition, Table 2 (also below) lists the sub-categories mentioned by inter-
viewees accompanied by shortened examples of how the interviewees actually referred to 
the benefits they experienced. (I will say more about sub-categories below.)

In Figure 2a, two new categories appear which are not present in Figure 1. This 
is because although interviewees spoke of benefits related to their every day lives which 
were located—diagrammatically and according to the KJ-Method—in the same place 
as Problem Solving, no interviewees actually spoke of “problem solving”. Instead, their 
responses demonstrated a need for two separate categories occupying the same part of the 
two-dimensional plane as Problem Solving. For example, interviewees said things such as, 
“Focusing shows the right direction” and, “With Focusing, I can find the right next steps.” 
Benefits like these are better represented by the new category Forward movement. Inter-
viewees also spoke of benefits that could be characterized as part of a second new category: 
Changes in relationship. 

  New creation
　　　　　Inner direction 　　Healing  Changes in Creativity

Recovery from symptoms      An aid to writing
Spiritual experience Enhanced sensitivity
Joy of experiencing imagery
　　　Relaxation             Teaching Focusing

Better listening   Acceptance of others
Greater inner awareness  Able to cross boundaries

Acknowledgement Physical relief　of Changes in relationship
Self-understanding    Felt shift Sense of connection     Experience of community

Finding inner wisdom
　 Self-acceptance 　　　　Finding the next step

Being in touch with one's feelings No stoppage
    Keeping the right distance Forward movement

           Greater congruece   Greater trust in the process
        Authenticity IDM* Finding directions

Greater self-trust  Giving a Life-guiding principle

　　　Retrieval
Outer direction

Figure 2a: ‘The Benefits of the Focusing Experience as determined by Research Interviews’

*IDM is short for ‘Improved decision making’
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result 3: The need for sub-categories

In addition to the categories discussed above, the need for a number of sub-categories 
emerged from the interviews. 

In respect of Forward movement, the sub-categories generated by the interviews were: 
“Finding Direction”, “Finding the next step”, “No stoppage”, “Sense of forward movement”, 
“Greater trust in the process”, and “Giving a Life-guiding principle”. Forward movement is 
a more accurate description of these benefits than Problem-solving, and it has a more posi-
tive and constructive flavor. Focusers found that Focusing is useful not only when there are 
“problems” to solve but also in carrying forward their ordinary daily lives. 

The other category unique to the interviews was Changes in relationship, encompass-
ing the sub-categories: “Better listening”, “Greater sense of connection”, “Being able to 
cross boundaries”, “Greater acceptance of others”, “Improved relationships”, “Experience of 
community”, and “Teaching Focusing”. These benefits were all listed in introductory books, 
but they were not cited sufficiently frequently to make a category using the “KJ-Method”. 
However, from the actual Focusers came many rich descriptions of Focusing’s capacity to 
improve relationships. Perhaps this is indicative of the fact that human beings are inherently 
social animals and that relationship is a big issue in our lives. 

result 4: Similarities of structure

As with the results obtained from introductory Focusing materials, the results obtained 
by interview can be placed in a two dimensional plane with an axis upper-left to lower-right 
representing an “Inner-Outer” continuum, and an axis lower-left to upper-right representing 
a “Retrieval-New creation” continuum. 

Looking at the first of these axes, the “Inner direction” between Healing and Self-
understanding (upper-left) yields benefits for the inner experiencing of the person. The 
“Outer direction” involves Forward movement and Changes in relationship. These are 
benefits experienced by Focusers interacting with their environment. Looking at the second 
axis, “Retrieval” (down-left) is the direction of a Focuser’s own authentic self and involves 
Self-understanding and Authenticity. The other end of this axis, “New creation” (upper-
right), involves Changes in creativity with, perhaps, some Changes in relationship and For-
ward movement. This two dimensional representation of the benefits of Focusing in their 
entirety corresponds with all aspects of a human life.

result 5: The time factor

Consistency between the Focusing materials results and the results obtained by inter-
view also extends to the division of benefits into “micro-benefits”, “short-term benefits”, and 
“long-term benefits” depending on the length of time needed to acquire them. (An initial 
search, result III.) Accordingly, in Figure 2a, each sub-category of benefit is positioned 
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within the two-dimensional plane according to the length of time involved in its acquisition. 
More precisely: 

• The closer a benefit is to the centre of the plane, the more immediate its acquisition. 

• The further a benefit is away from the center of the plane, the greater the time involved 
in acquiring it.

In consequence, it is the distance from the center of the plane to a particular benefit 
which indicates whether it is “micro”, “short-term”, or “long-term”. Therefore, because the 
physical relief involved in a felt shift is the most immediate benefit, Felt shift occupies the 
very center of the plane. Felt shift is what I call a “micro-benefit”. 

Now consider the category Healing. “Relaxation” (as in the statement that “Focusing 
brings us calmness, peacefulness and a safe feeling.”) is the most “micro-benefit”, and it 
is closely related to the physical relief of the Felt shift. The “Joy of experiencing imagery” 
(as in “One can enjoy imagery.” and “Feeling the open space.”) could be either a “micro-
benefit” or a “short-term benefit” coming after one or more Focusing sessions. “Spiritual 
experience” also comes as a “short-term benefit”. “Relief of symptoms” and “Self-healing” 
are usually experienced as “long-term benefits” requiring many sessions or a lengthy Focus-
ing practice. 

The same logic applies throughout Figure 2a: each sub-category of benefit is dis-
tanced from the centre according to the length of time needed to acquire it, and that distance 
indicates whether it is a “micro”, “short-term”, or “long-term” benefit. 

result 6: A comprehensive table of benefits

Table 2, below, provides a comprehensive list of the sub-categories of benefits revealed 
by interview. The length of time required for acquisition of each benefit is indicated as fol-
lows:  denotes a micro-benefit,  denotes a short-term benefit,  denotes a long-term 
benefit. Table 2, also provides examples of the ways in which interviewees spoke about each 
sub-category.
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Note: Within some categories there is a sub-category that has been underlined. 
These sub-categories may be considered equivalent to the categories within which they 
fall. Although that may seem initially illogical, there is good reason for it. While some 
interviewees clearly broke a given category into sub-categories, others tended to treat the 
same category as one whole thing. (For example, while some interviewees broke Self-
understanding into sub-categories, others treated it as a single whole, thus giving us the 
apparent sub-category, “Self-knowledge”.) To avoid confusion between levels, the names 
of categories and equivalent sub-categories have been made slightly different. (Thus the 
category Self-understanding contains the sub-category “Self-knowledge”.)

QUANTITATIvE rESUlTS

Frequency of mention

Table 3, below, shows the numbers of interviewees mentioning the benefits of each 
sub-category. (It also provides additional information which will be explained below.)
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num
bersof statem

ents

from
allparticipants

①
N

ovice

②
M

edium
Experience

③
Long

Experience

①
v
s
②

①
v
s
③

②
v
s
③

30 10 10 10
9 6 2 3 1

Physical relief of Felt Shift 9 6 2 3 1
Healing 84 25 8 9 8

Relaxation 37 22 5 9 8 < <
Joy of experiencing imagery 6 4 0 1 3
Spiritual experience 6 5 1 2 1
Recovery from symptoms 31 17 7 8 2 > >
Self-healing 7 6 4 2 0 >

204 30 10 10 10
Greater inner awareness 18 13 4 3 6 <
Acknowledging 21 11 4 5 3
Self-knowledge 70 24 10 7 7
Being in touch with one's feelings 30 14 7 5 2 > >
Keeping the right distance 28 19 8 5 6
Self-acceptance 37 18 4 8 6 <
Finding the inner wisdom 3 2 0 2 0

80 26 8 9 9
Improved decision-making 14 10 2 5 3
Greater congruence 30 19 5 7 7
Greater sense of authenticity 22 17 5 6 4
Greater self-trust 15 11 3 5 3

106 27 9 9 9
Finding Direction 9 6 3 1 2
Finding the next step 23 15 4 5 6
No Stoppage 11 8 2 3 3
Sense of forward movement 20 15 3 6 6 < <
Greater trust in the process 22 12 2 6 4 <
Giving a Life-guiding principle 24 12 2 4 6 <

77 23 8 9 6
Better listening 8 6 1 2 3
Greater sense of connection 24 12 2 5 5 < <
Being able to cross boundaries 13 10 2 4 4
Greater acceptance of others 9 7 2 3 2
Improved relationships 6 5 2 3 0
Experience of community 10 7 2 2 3
Teaching Focusing 7 5 1 2 2

14 8 3 3 2
Enhanced sensitivity 2 2 0 0 0
An aid to writing 5 5 1 3 2
Enhanced creativity 7 4 2 2 0

Felt Shift

Self-understanding

Authenticity

Forward Movement

Changes in Relationship

Creativity

Table 3: 'The numbers of people who mentioned the benefits in each sub-category.'
numbers of participants comparison

Numbers of participants in each group
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Although they are not statistically significant because of the small sample size, the 
following details exhibited by Table 3 are still suggestive: 

1) Out of the 7 main categories, Healing, Self-understanding, Authenticity, Forward 
Movement, and Changes in Relationship are mentioned by most (more than 2/3) 
of interviewees. 

2) Felt Shift and Creativity are mentioned by only 6 people, and 8 people respec-
tively, out of 30 research participants. 

3) All participants mentioned benefits from the category Self-understanding. The 
total number of statements citing benefits from Self-understanding was 204. That 
is more than twice the number of citations for any other category. 

4) The same 9 sub-categories are mentioned by more than half the interviewees. (In 
Figure 2b, below, the categories and sub-categories mentioned by more than half 
the interviewees have been underlined.)

5) Within Healing “Relaxation” and “Recovery from symptoms” are mentioned by 
22/30 and 17/30 people respectively. Within Self-understanding “Self-knowledge” 
(24/30), “Keeping the right distance” (19/30) and “Self acceptance” (18/30) are 
the most popular categories. Within Authenticity, “Greater congruence” (19/30) 
and “Greater sense of authenticity” (17/30) are the most popular. Within For-
ward Movement “Finding the next step” (15/30) and “Sense of forward move-
ment”(15/30) are the most popular.

Figure 2b, below, is a modified version of Table 2a which highlights the “most popu-
lar” categories with underlining—“most popular” being defined as “mentioned by more 
than half the interviewees”. As before, “IDM” is short for “Improved decision making”.

  New creation
　　　　　Inner direction     Healing  Changes in Creativity

Recovery from symptoms      An aid to writing
Spiritual experience Enhanced sensitivity
Joy of experiencing imagery
　　　Relaxation             Teaching Focusing

Better listening   Acceptance of others
Greater inner awareness  Able to cross boundaries

Acknowledgement Physical relief　of Changes in relationship
Self-understanding    Felt shift Sense of connection     Experience of community

Finding inner wisdom
　 Self-acceptance 　　　　Finding the next step

Being in touch with one's feelings No stoppage
 Keeping the right distance Forward movement

Greater congruece   Greater trust in the process
           Authenticity IDM* Finding directions

Greater self-trust  Giving a Life-guiding principle

　　　Retrieval
Outer direction

Figure 2b: ‘The Benefits of the Focusing Experience as determined by Research Interviews with the Most Popular
Categories underlined’

*IDM is short for ‘Improved decision making’
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DIFFErENCES BETwEEN ExpErIENCE-lEvElS

I examined the numbers of people who mentioned each of the main categories for a 
correlation with the experience-level groups discussed above (The Interviewees). I found 
none. In every group, references to Felt Shift and Creativity are rare, and most people, 
irrespective of experience-level, mention the other categories.

However, in respect to the sub-categories, there are differences between the groups 
which are noteworthy but not statistically significant because of the small sample size. To 
indicate the nature of these differences, signs of inequality were put into the “Comparison 
Column” of Table 3 (above) when there is a difference of more than 3 between experience-
level groups. Here is a summary of what Table 3 reveals:

• “Novice” Focusers cited “Recovery from Symptoms”, “Self-healing”, and “Being in 
touch with feelings”. Such benefits evidence recovery from negative experiences and 
ways of living. 

• By contrast, “Medium Experience” Focusers cited “Relaxation”, “Self-acceptance”, 
“Sense of forward movement”, and “Greater trust in the process”. These kind of ben-
efits represent the more positive side of Focusing practice. 

• “Long Experience” Focusers cited “Greater inner awareness” and “Giving a Life-
guiding principle”. These are benefits consequent upon the integration of Focusing 
into daily life. It would not be surprising if they required lengthy practice to achieve.

In general, among the novices—and despite their average years of experience being 
2.9 years—relief from immediate difficulties is the most salient consequence of Focus-
ing practice. Perhaps this is because it was those difficulties that initially brought them to 
Focusing. Furthermore, these are the kind of benefits which more experienced (Medium 
Experience and Long Experience) Focusers might well take for granted. Or perhaps more 
experienced Focusers have been free from such difficulties long enough that they are start-
ing to notice the more positive aspects of Focusing practice. After a sufficiently extensive 
practice, Focusing seems to become integrated into a Focuser’s daily life and turns into the 
life-guiding principle spoken of by Long Experience Focusers. 

These differences point toward a natural developmental process involved in the 
practice of Focusing. However, here I need to admit the possibility of sample bias. In this 
research, all of the Long Experience Focusers and 7⁄10 of the Medium Experience Focus-
ers are either practicing psychotherapists or otherwise employed as Focusing professionals. 
This compares with only such person among the Novices. There are also age differences 
that may be relevant. The groups average ages are as follows: Novices—43.8 years, Medium 
Experience—54.3 years, Long Experience—63.9 years. These differences in professions 
and age might be the source of the differences between groups. 

THE “MOST pOpUlAr” benefits

Paying attention to only the benefits mentioned most frequently by interviewees, it 
can be said that Focusing results in:
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1) Healing—especially by encouraging “Relaxation” and promoting “Recovery 
from symptoms”

2) Self-understanding—especially through “Keeping the right distance” from trou-
bles and fostering Self-acceptance”.

3) Authenticity—especially in promoting “Greater congruence”.

4) Forward Movement—especially through “Finding the next step”.

5) Changes in Relationship.

ExAMplES FrOM AN INTErvIEw

In order to provide concrete examples of how the categories and sub-categories relate 
to the words actually spoken by an interviewee, here is a summarized version of the inter-
view data of A__, an English carpenter in his 40s who has been Focusing for two years. He 
is a “Novice” who has found Focusing very helpful and is enthusiastic about partnerships 
and attending workshops. 

Q1. What are the benefits of Focusing for you?

Healing “relaxation”: I found the real deep stillness in myself. Something in 
me worries about work, money . . . all those things, and I can hold all of those and be 
with them . . . 

Healing “recovery from symptoms”: I used to have separation anxiety disorder. 
I had panic attacks and I could not function. Since I came to know Focusing, I don’t have 
panic attacks anymore. There is less anxiety, and when the panic happens . . . occasion-
ally . . . I can hold it . . . I don’t have a fit anymore.

self-understanding “keeping the right distance”: I became emotionally stable. 
All my life was about managing my emotions. Now with Focusing, I do not manage them. I 
just allow them . . . 

Healing “Joy of experiencing imagery”, “Spiritual experience”: Allowing my 
emotions to just be, they manage themselves. I do not have to do anything. Just offer them 
presence and allow them to be there, everything, every part of my emotions is sacred. 

Q2. What were the benefits of your very first Focusing experience?

It was about the separation from somebody in an unhealthy relationship. Focusing’s 
benefits were . . . 

forward Movement “Finding the next step”: I came to a resolution that this rela-
tionship is relationship unhealthy. On the train from the session, I decided to split . . . For 
me this was an action step.

Authenticity “Greater sense of authenticity”: She and I were in an enmeshed rela-
tionship and it did not allow me to be as I am . . . Being separate, I got unhooked from the 
enmeshment . . . 
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Changes in Relationship “Improved relationship”: Focusing is very good at car-
rying forward . . . being free of a stuck relationship.

Q3. What were the benefits of your most impressive session?

The session was impressive because of the image of my two parts . . . the introvert . . . the 
shy part, and outgoing clown part . . . being in the same the same room . . . together. 

self-understanding “Self-knowledge”: I realized that the very shy and scared part 
and the controlling part are brothers. There always used to be filters between me and world 
before . . . then I could not see . . . 

Authenticity “Greater sense of authenticity”: Before, a lot of energy was needed 
to separate those two parts. When those two parts collapsed, it allowed me to operate 
with integrity for myself, for the first time. Now I can tell . . . communicate . . . my feelings 
to others. 

self-understanding “Self-acceptance”: I was given a gift called “life”. All my life, I 
was in a survival mode before. Now I can live. I was given a life and I would like to honor 
this life. I have now come to the stage where I can be happy. 

forward movement “Sense of forward movement”: My process used to be going 
away from something. Now I am moving toward something. Now I embrace what is there 
and can wait for what is next.

Q4. What were the benefits of the most recent Focusing session?

It was about a relationship with somebody who just told me the relationship was 
finished.

self-understanding “Being in touch with one’s feelings”: I feel hate. Before Focus-
ing, I never hated. I do not hate her, but I hate what she did. There was a lot of bitterness, 
anger and . . . . Focusing allowed me to be with a lot of hatred.

Changes in relationship “Improvement in relationship”: I came to know that there 
was a limitation in the relationship.

Q5. Are there any other influences of Focusing in your life?

forward Movement “Giving a life-guiding principle”: I now function from 
there . . . (Focusing).

self-understanding “Self-acceptance” and Changes in Relationship “Greater 
Acceptance of others”: Acceptance of my own physical pain, acceptance of other people’s 
annoying behavior. 

Authenticity “Greater sense of authenticity”: For years I was like a leaf blown 
by the wind. With Focusing, I became a tree, even though I may not be such a big tree. 
Being a leaf, you do not have any sense of who you are. You are dealing with the wind 
of emotions. 
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Authenticity “Greater self-trust”: I have been in therapy for years, but managing 
myself and looking after myself is not dependent upon my therapist . . . but it is dependent 
upon my reflecting upon my situation.

A__ is representative of the interviewees, and these excerpts are representative of the 
interview process which touches upon “popular” benefits such as: “Relaxation”, “Recov-
ery from symptoms”, “Self-knowledge”, “Keeping the right distance”, “Self-acceptance”, 
“Greater sense of authenticity”, “Finding the next step”, “Sense of forward movement”. 
(There is only one popular sub-category which is not mentioned: “Greater congruence”.) 

Additionally, A__ mentions all three categories typical of the Novice Group (which is 
consistent with these categories being cited when Focusing is used to overcome present dif-
ficulties.) However, there is also a mention of benefits more commonly referenced by experi-
enced Focusers: for example, A__ touches upon “Relaxation”, “Self-acceptance”, “Sense of 
forward movement”, and “Giving a life-guiding principle”. Here, A__ is providing evidence 
that he is integrating Focusing into his life and making it a life-guiding principle. 

One final characteristic to note is that A__ cites “Improved relationship” twice. This 
is consistent with the major new finding of this research compared with the introductory 
Focusing materials: accurately representing the benefits cited by interviewees requires 
introducing new categories and sub-categories. “Improved relationship” is an example of a 
new sub-category, belonging within a new category that is clearly important to A__.

FUrTHEr DISCUSSION

The unity of Focusing benefits 

Although the core of change, the felt shift, is rarely cited as a benefit in itself, its influ-
ence extends across the whole of the two-dimensional plane used to model those benefits. 
This, I believe, is a natural consequence of Focusing being an innate, primary, and holistic 
way for humans to process experience. Thus, the felt sense is both inner (Inner direction) 
and about the whole situation and the outer world (Outer direction). The “Inner-Outer” 
axis is a continuum involving twin aspects of one process. Similarly, the “Retrieval-New 
creation” axis is a continuum whereby at one end of it the felt sense is found, and at the other 
end we can say that the felt sense is made. Campbell Purton explains this as follows:

We can say that we find the felt sense when we turn our attention to what we 
feel. However before we Focused our attention, there was not this specific feel-
ing. It only emerges as specific, as a ‘this,’ through the impact of our attention. 
So we could also say that the felt sense is made in the interaction between our 
feeling-process and our attending to that process. It is impossible to draw a 
sharp line between ‘finding’ and ‘making’ here, but this is so whenever we are 
concerned with creativity (Purton, 2004, p.176).

Just as the two axes imply not strict separation but process, so the categories and sub-
categories of the benefits of Focusing are not separate entities but discernible aspects of one 
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living process which can, for purposes of our understanding, be individuated. Sometimes, 
because of personal circumstances, certain aspects of Focusing will be particularly promi-
nent for a Focuser. Perhaps, too, some people are more inclined to notice the inner aspects 
and benefits of Focusing while others tend to notice the outer aspects and benefits. Even so, 
these aspects and benefits are part of one whole thing and flow one into another.

COMpArING THE INTrODUCTOrY MATErIAlS AND INTErvIEw DATA

As demonstrated by Figures 1, 2a, and 2b, the structure provided by analyzing intro-
ductory Focusing books and DVDs proved largely appropriate to categorizing responses 
elicited through interview. The one significant exception to this was the need to establish the 
categories Forward movement and Changes in relationship in place of Problem Solving. In 
consequence—and this seems a significant finding—I find that the introductory Focusing 
materials emphasize the intra-personal benefits and changes represented by Healing and 
Self-understanding. Contrasting with this, the Focusers I interviewed were more apprecia-
tive of tangible changes in their external lives and the impact that Focusing had on the way 
they interacted with others and with their environment. 

TIME AND THE ExpErIENCE OF BENEFIT 

As discussed above (result 5: The time factor) some Focusing benefits are immedi-
ate and others seem to build up over time. The terminology and associated time-scale I have 
used to represent this—“micro”, “short-term”, and “long-term”—are an entirely personal 
attempt to understand what I believe I have myself experienced and am noticing others 
experience. I am not claiming any rigor for it. Empirical quantitative data could be sought 
in order to better understand the precise relationship between time and particular kinds of 
Focusing benefits, but this research does not provide that data. 

AN INvITATION

It was rewarding for me to receive so many comments offered by interviewees at the 
conclusion of their interview which might be summarized as: “This interview gave me a 
good chance to look back at my Focusing and personal history.” 

I would like to invite you, the reader of this paper, to ask yourself these interview 
questions. They may offer opportunity to reflect upon your Focusing life.

FUrTHEr DATA

In the interviews I conducted I also asked questions about the effects of Focusing 
partnerships, attending workshops, and using Focusing within the practice of psychother-
apy. I asked, “What is the distinctive feature of Focusing compared with the other self-help 
practices?” The analysis of the responses to these questions is not yet complete and may yet 
become the subject of a further publication.
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To the beginning Focuser

In conclusion, I would like to offer a summary that conveys the benefits of Focusing 
for beginners, as I believe them to be revealed by this research project. 

Focusing takes us to the core of our life process. Its benefits are felt across the 
broadest aspects of our lives, and the process is applicable to most, if not all 
fields of human endeavor. 

Focuser’s find that Focusing benefits their inner and spiritual lives. They have 
listed “Relaxation”, “Self-healing”, and “Self-understanding” amongst its 
effects. They have found that Focusing is especially helpful when there is a 
need for “Keeping the right distance” between ourselves and our feelings, help-
ing us to achieve “Self-acceptance”. 

Focusing helps us find a “Greater sense of authenticity” and “Greater congru-
ence”. It assists us in dealing with the outer world, “Finding the next steps” 
and creating a “Sense of forward movement”. Focusing promotes beneficial 
“Changes in relationship” and enhances creativity.

These are clearly evidenced benefits that more than two thirds of the interviewees 
have mentioned. Some of these benefits are noticed immediately, during (or 
right after) a session. Some need time to develop and become noticed. 

Everyone I interviewed found that Focusing enhances Self-understanding. So 
let us try to practice “Being in touch with our feelings” while “Keeping the 
right distance”. That is the essence of the Focusing practice. Focusing changes 
lives and deeply enriches us in the process.
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AppENDIx:  
THE k-J METHOD 

(Adapted from http://www.mycoted.com/KJ-Method, accessed 2011-09-19.)

This development of the “Snowball Technique” concentrates “groups of ideas pertain-
ing to the same problem” and then assigns a recognizable “theme” (what Focusing would 
call a “handle”) to each group. Developed in Japan, it has become one of the “Seven man-
agement (New) tools” of modern Japanese quality management. The Basic Cycle is similar 
to mind-mapping but utilizes nested clusters rather than a tree structure:

1. Card making: All relevant facts and information are written on individual cards or 
pieces of paper and collated. This generates a supply of ideas. 

2. Grouping and naming: The cards are shuffled, spread out, and read carefully. Cards 
that look as though they belong together are grouped together and any ‘oddities’ ignored. 
For each group, an appropriate title is written out and placed on top of its group of cards. 
This process is repeated using new titles to create a diminishing hierarchy of groups until 
there are less than 10 groups. 

3. redistribution: This step is skipped by a person working alone as the researcher did.

4. Chart making: Once there are less than 10 groups, some of which may contain sub-
groups, sub-sub-groups, etc., they are arranged in a spatial pattern that facilitates apprecia-
tion of the overall picture. 

5. Explanation: The researcher now tries to express what the chart means, writing notes 
and being careful to differentiate personal interpretations from the facts contained in the 
chart. Ideas for the solution are often developed whilst explaining the structure of the prob-
lem to others. 
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